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Rationale:
In July 2018 a young head teacher from Malawi asked me at the World Conference 

on Transformational Education how to teach science in his school when the school has 
absolutely no scientific equipment. The school serves a population of 300 students, but has 
only two rooms, with only a chalkboard and some tables. The Malawi national curriculum 
expects students to take much the same coursework in the sciences as students in the US, 
but this school has no lab facilities, resources or budget to purchase equipment.

The only thing I could offer was a few ideas about how to build science equipment from 
household items and recycled materials. One example was a water sampling device for 
stream monitoring I made from scrap lumber, a few bolts, a coffee can, two rubber bands 
and some duct tape. Another was the turbidity tube I created from a fluorescent bulb 
package, a cork, the bottom of a Styrofoam cup, epoxy and a black marker.  

These types of “homemade science” materials are not uncommon in schools in the US 
where teachers need to improvise. But in a school like my friend’s in Malawi, teachers need 
to see similar ideas in order to create their entire school science lab.

Since then, I have stayed in touch with the school in Malawi. My goal is to send them a 
collection of resources like the ideas listed above. Other schools in similar locations would 
also benefit from this resource, the book will be widely shared, including at the 2020 World 
Conference on Transformative Education. 

The proposed book will be a collection of “homemade science” equipment, lab activities, 
and materials for the classroom that can be shared, FREE OF CHARGE, with schools 
anywhere in the world that have a similar need.  

And I invite you to help by contributing your ideas to the project! The collection will 
be compiled by a team of science educators who will serve as peer-editors. With help from 
some illustrators and editors, we will produce a published electronic resource book. The 
file will be in PDF format for ease of sharing, and the book will be published by Airway 
Publishing, with an official record in the Library of Congress and an ISBN number.  
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Submitting a Proposed Activity

Author Guidelines: Use the following guidelines to prepare a submission:

1. Submissions should be saved in Word format (.doc or .docx files), with clear 
instructions that a non-scientist can follow. Use minimal formatting – text will be 
reformatted in the publishing process.

2. Authors can submit multiple items. 

3. Submissions should include a “Title Page” that includes…
a. The title or name of the apparatus or activity.
b. Contributor’s name, job title, institutional affiliation, city/state, and an email 

address.
c. A statement that the idea is either original or an adaptation of work from 

another source (include the source if an adaptation). 
4. Topics may include homemade science equipment or authentic science lab 

activities that use only common household items. 
5. Diagrams, Photos or Schematic Drawings

a. Any images or illustrations that help readers understand the activity or 
materials are strongly encouraged!

b. Blackline and color drawings may be submitted as hard copies, or as digital 
files with as high a resolution as possible (minimum 120 dpi, preference is 
300 dpi). Format should be .TIFF, .JPG, .PNG, .AI, .PSD or .PDF.

c. Photos may be color or black & white, but should be as high a resolution 
as possible (min. 120 dpi). Contrast between object and foreground is 
important. 

6. Length of each activity should be no more than 6 pages, including illustrations. 
7. Instructions should be written in plain, simple English. Try to minimize technical 

terms when possible. The target audience may be non-scientists or non-native 
English-speakers. 

8. Authors should try to use APA format (6th Ed) for citations. 
9. Deadline for Submissions is November 1, 2019.

For more info,  
visit the book’s website at

Airway Publishing!

Submissions: 
You can send questions or an electronic submission to 
  Tom McConnell (tjmcconnell@bsu.edu)

  or send a hard copy to:
   Tom J. McConnell
   Airway Publishing
   2508 W. Airway Rd.
   Muncie, IN 47304
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 Review Process:

• Activities submitted for this book will be reviewed by the editors and sent to a panel 
of peer reviewers with content area expertise. Reviewers will examine the safety of 
the described activity and the relevance to teaching the science topic or inquiry pro-
cess.

• Authors will be notified about the editors’ decision by December 15, 2019. Editors 
may request revisions to text or diagrams. Editors may suggest a drawing or illustra-
tion be made to replace a photo, and will help select an illustrator for that process.

• The finished publication is anticipated by April 30, 2020. Authors will receive an 
electronic proof prior to the final publication, and a copy of the final version of the 
publication.

• Contributors will also be asked to sign a copyright release giving non-exclusive rights 
of publication to Airway Publishing. Contributors will be credited on the activities 
they create or contribute. Because of the goals of the project, no royalties will be paid 
to contributors or editors for the book or its contents.

CALL FOR PEER EDITORS:

If you are willing to serve as a peer reviewer for submissions, please contact Tom 
McConnell via email (tjmcconnell@bsu.edu). Include the following information:

• Name
• Job Title/Position
• Contact Information
• Science subject for which you feel qualified to review submissions

The “Editorial Review Panel” will be listed in the final publication.

To find out more about the “Homemade Science” project, 
visit the Airway Publishing page at

airwaypublishing.webs.com/homemade-science

Airway Publishing
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